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I. Introduction 

The purpose of these materials is to share some notable comments from recent review and appeal 
decisions. The focus is on some of the recurring problems workers run into in initial claims adjudication.  

II. Law, Policy and Guidelines  

Section 5.1 of the Act provides for compensation for psychological conditions that are 
predominantly caused by a significant work-related stressor or stressors, including bullying or 
harassment, that arise out of in the course of the worker’s employment.  

The condition has to be a DSM condition diagnosed by a psychologist or psychiatrist.  

It cannot be caused by a decision of the worker’s employer relating to the worker’s employment, 
including a decision to change the work to be performed or the working conditions, to discipline 
the worker or to terminate the worker’s employment.  

The Board’s policy, which is binding, states that a work-related stressor is considered a significant 
stressor when it is excessive in intensity and/or duration from what is experienced in the normal 
pressures or tensions of a worker’s employment (policy item C3-13.00, RSCM II).  

It states that interpersonal conflicts between the worker and his or her supervisors, co-workers or 
customers are not generally considered significant unless the conflict results in behavior that is 
considered threatening or abusive and may include bullying and harassment  

In general terms, the Board considers bullying and harassment to reflect conduct that is intended to, 
or should reasonably have been known would, intimidate, humiliate or degrade an individual. Not 
all interpersonal conflict or conduct that is rude or thoughtless will be considered abusive (Practice 
Directive (PD): #C3-3).   
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Predominant cause is interpreted as primary or main cause as opposed to one of many factors. It 
doesn’t need to be the sole cause or outweigh all other stressors combined (PD #C3-3).  

Adjudicative criteria and guidance are further discussed in the Board’s policy item #C3-13.00 and 
(non-binding) Practice Directive #C3-3.  

III. Notable Comments from Recent Cases  

A. Humiliating…to Whom? 

The Board’s OHS Guidelines for bullying and harassment state that the test of whether certain 
conduct constitutes bullying and harassment includes whether a reasonable person would have 
considered the conduct to cause humiliation or intimidation to the particular worker involved. The 
characteristics of that particular worker need to be taken into account in determining if the conduct 
or comment would be humiliating or intimidating. Conduct or comments that one worker may 
accept or tolerate might cause a different worker to be humiliated or intimidated (D3-115-2).  

That might seem like an obvious approach but it’s not something addressed in the policy or practice 
directive and a lot of adjudication has failed to go there.  

A number of WCAT vice chairs have relied on this part of the Board’s OHS Guidelines including 
for example WCAT-2014-01272, a decision listed as noteworthy on the WCAT’s website. 

Cima v. WCAT, 2016 BCSC 931 involved a worker with a speech disability that was progressively 
worsening when the claim events occurred. On Christmas Day in 2013, he received a text from his 
supervisor which wished him Merry Christmas and essentially called him a retard, stating in part 
“…Not every retard can read, but look at you go, little buddy!! … Look at you smiling at your 
phone, you crayon eating mother fucker! Merry Christmas.” Following receipt of the text, the 
worker developed significant psychological symptoms. The WCB and WCAT concluded that the 
supervisor could not reasonably have been expected to know the worker would interpret the events 
as humiliating or degrading.  

At judicial review, Young J. found that interpretation, and other parts of the decision, patently 
unreasonable. The BCSC found the WCAT panel failed to consider specific evidence regarding 
what the supervisor ought to have known, such as the progressive worsening of the worker’s speech 
disability, which was accompanied by the supervisor’s history of demeaning statements to the 
worker, condescending behaviour, and a co-worker’s reminder to the supervisor that the worker 
was losing his voice, not his intelligence. Given all of this information, the BCSC concluded, the 
supervisor ought to have known that a text message calling the worker a “retard” would be viewed 
as offensive and belittling.   

B. Aggravation of Pre-Existing Conditions 

Where workers have a pre-existing psychological condition, they may still qualify for compensation 
if the significant stressor(s) is the predominant cause of the aggravation of that condition (see for 
example WCAT-2014-02864).  
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C. Departures from Normal Pressures and Tensions  

Unresolved interpersonal conflict that lasts months or years, or arises regularly, can be excessive in 
its duration from the normal pressures and tensions of a worker’s employment (R0199078).  

The extent to which a workplace requires team building and professional interactions can be an 
important factor in evaluating whether particular behavior departs from the norms of that worksite 
or industry. For example, in WCAT-2016-00642 the worker was an employee of a transitional 
facility which provides supportive care for vulnerable clients. She was the victim of targeted 
isolation by coworkers. The panel took note of the nature of the facility and found that in all such 
workplaces, it is necessary that there be a professional and team-oriented approach to client care. 
Similar comments were made in WCAT-2015-02269 involving a hospital/nursing.  

D. Interpersonal Conflict 

In evaluating whether a particular person’s conduct is abusive or threatening, it is not sufficient for 
the Board to consider each individual element of the incident on their own in isolation, for example 
just the yelling, then just the profanity, then just the finger pointing, then just the close physical 
proximity. One has to consider the sum of the person’s words and conduct in evaluating whether it 
was objectively threatening (see for example WCAT-2016-00523).  

A person’s role as a supervisor (as opposed to being a colleague) can elevate their offensive conduct 
to the level of being threatening or abusive. For example, WCAT-2014-01879 involved a worker 
who was called the N-word by his supervisor and coworker. The panel found that because one of 
these statements was made by the worker's supervisor, this incident could not be classified as 
merely an off-handed and thoughtless comment as had been argued, and that it was elevated to a 
situation where it can be considered threatening and abusive.  

Bullying and harassment can include subtle and less obvious conduct or comment such as targeted 
isolation or sabotaging a worker’s employment, as set out in the Board’s OHS Guidelines, relied 
upon for example in WCAT-2016-00642. 

Pranks or personal jokes can in some cases constitute significant stressors (WCAT-2014-02560). 

Discipline meetings can constitute bullying and harassment and go beyond normal pressures and 
tensions of the workplace for example in WCAT No. A1600910 where the meeting did not take 
place according to the employer’s protocols for such a meeting and involved inappropriate threats 
of discipline and threats to the worker’s future employment, and did so in an environment where 
the supervisor knew, or ought to have known, others would overhear.  

E. Labour Relations  

Even if the subject matter of a conversation is related to the worker’s employment, the manner of 
communication can cross over the line to abusive or threatening, as affirmed in the Board’s practice 
directive. One example, WCAT No. A1603071, involved a supervisor yelling at the worker to “get 
over here and unload this truck”. It was found that this was related to directing the worker’s 
workload but was not caught by the section 5.1(1)(c) exclusion because the manner in which the 
supervisor communicated to the worker was from an objective standard, threatening, taking into 
account their earlier interactions.  

Discipline meetings may fall outside the labour relations exclusion in certain circumstances for 
example if the employer fails to follow established employer protocols by holding a meeting in an 
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appropriate location and failing to follow employer protocols for progressive discipline (WCAT 
No. A1600910).  

F. Claims Investigation 

Where the employer interviews coworkers if they experienced or witnessed bullying but fails to 
provide them with a definition or examples of bullying and harassment their yes or no answers are 
of little assistance (R0155958). 

In instances of abusive or threatening behavior where there’s no witnesses available or 
contemporaneous documentation of the incidents, it’s not unusual for the Board to dismiss the 
seriousness of the conduct as the “subjective” perception of the worker not objectively threatening 
or abusive.  

In such cases evidence from others who were themselves bullied by the same supervisor or 
witnessed bullying of people other than the worker can be helpful corroborating evidence that 
makes it more likely the worker was bullied as reported (R0155958). 

One can expect in certain cases that employees, out of either loyalty to the employer or fear of 
possible repercussions, would seek to downplay any knowledge they might have relating to the 
bullying of the worker. The fact that only a minority of coworkers provide accounts consistent 
with the worker’s statements can be significant supportive evidence (R0183339).  

Witnesses and victims of bullying and harassment who are punished by their employer (or union) 
for reporting it can seek remedies pursuant to the discrimination action provisions of the Act. 
Reporting bullying and harassment is a protected health and safety activity under s. 151 (e.g. 
WCAT-2016-00841). There may be greater chance of protection if this is raised as an occupational 
health and safety issue rather than for the purposes of a compensation claim, although 
interpretations differ on this. 

G. After the Claim Is Accepted 

In some cases, the expert evidence may indicate that the worker’s ongoing condition months or 
years after filing a claim is no longer maintained by the original incidents of workplace bullying but 
by other stressors in the worker’s life which may be non-compensable factors. That’s not a valid 
reason for the Board to deny ongoing entitlement for example acceptance of a permanent condition 
and referral for pension assessment. Regardless of what factors are maintaining the condition, if the 
condition was caused by workplace bullying and has not resolved and is now permanent, it should 
be assessed for permanent disability (R0203217).  

 

 

 


